Galvanized Wall Plate

Description
Designed for “light” stabilization of pipe penetrating wall or floor structures. Features one piece rigid construction. Each wall plate has been galvanized to resist corrosion and is provided with a set screw to keep the wall plate in place. Available in sizes 1” IPS through 4” IPS.

Installation
Each wall pipe should be installed on the corresponding pipe size to maintain proper fit and performance. The wall plates’ rigid construction requires that it be installed as the pipe to be fitted is put in place. As the pipe is being installed through the surface to which the plate will provide stability, install the wall plate over the end of the pipe and move to it’s desired location. Once the length of pipe has been properly installed and the pipe hangers have been adjusted to their final elevation, move the wall plate to it’s final desired location. Tighten the set screw while maintaining the wall plate in its’ desired final location. If the wall plate is being used to prevent the movement of pipe through the “wall” or floor penetration. It is necessary to use one wall plate on each side of the wall or floor to secure the pipe from additional movement. This product is not suitable or approved as earth quake bracing.

Specifications

Material:
Malleable Iron

Finish:
Galvanize coating

Sizes & Dimensions:
1” (3/4 OD) 1½” (4” OD) 2” (4½” OD) 2½” (5½” OD) 3” (6 ¼” OD) 4” (7 ¼” OD)
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